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Abstract-General high order neural networks [LD...] (models which are multinomial as opposed to linear 
in gain functions) offer high storage capacity [PPH] and fast convergence [GM] at the expense 
combinatorial growth of connections. This paper presents a specific high order neural network design 
which can store using n neurons any number M , 1 I M < 2? of any of the binomial n-strings; in a schematic 
representation the model requires only 5n+M( 1+2n) edges. Each stored n-string represents a memory as a 
constant attractor trajectory of an n-dimensional differential equation dynamical system, a memory model 
neural network With sufficiently high gains, the only stable attractors are the memories. Thus the memory 
model amounts to a solution of a version of the fundamental memory problem posed in [LMP] and 
elsewhere. The memory model can be used in error-correcting decoding of any binary string code and can 
accept noisy nonbinary signals. 
1. Introduction . The activity levels of n neurons are represented in this paper by a point x in 
n-dimensional state space, that is. the space consisting of n-tuples x = (xl, x2, . . . , xn> of real 
numbers. Choose some ai < .5 . Define a gain function gi = gi(xi) by = 0 if xi < - Ei ; = 1 if xi 2 
Ei ; and gi differentiable and increasing for lxil c Ei . We call g[(O) the gain of gi. 
Suppose for each i = 1.2, . . . , n that pi is a continuous function of n-space and ki is a positive 
constant An additive neural network model (adapted from IpFJ) is a dynamical system 
dxi/dt = -kiXi + pi@(X)) (1) 
Let us define the trunsirion zone for (1) to be the set Te of points x in n-space with at least 
one component Xi satisfying IXil < Ei. Clearly outside Te each gi(Xi> is constant and SO each 
pi(g(x)) is constant. It is also clear that the complement of Ts in n-space consists of 2n (closed) 
components, each naturally a subset of an orthant of n-space; we refer to each such component as 
an orthunf refurive to TE . Trajectories for (1) in an orthant 0 relative to TE are simply pieces of 
trajectories of the linear (constant coefficient) dynamical system dx;/dt = ki(-xi+ci) for some 
constant Ci ; C = (C 1, C2 , . . ..cJ itself might or might not lie in 0. We assume throughout that Ci f 
Ei, so all trajectories of (1) which enter T, from an orthant relative to Ts do so transversally. 
An attractor egion for a dynamical system is a set of points in state space of finite 
diameter which every trajectory ultimately enters and does not exit. It is easy to prove [Jl, JvdD]: 
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OREM 1. E erv w network w a f mite amactor 
THEOREM 2. IJeach ort& 0 slative to Tc -there exists one ss&le constant w 
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c or no co- at all. In the former case. everv tra~ectorv which e a 0 Ihereafter 
oachq c. -the. e erv -tot-v which $tarts ini must while in 
0 eicallv gDD_ i Ov& so mu- 0 after a finite time interval, 
2. Storage Capacity. We proceed to focus on a version of (1) which offers dense memory 
storage. Memories are binomial strings (ml), L = l,..., M, having components rntj = 1 or 0, j = 
l,...,n . We say m, is stored as a constant rajectory & for (1) if g&) = rnd. Neural networks 
used in content addressable memory or pattern recognition [G] ideally should have only constant 
trajectories corresponding to memories as attractors. 
Suppose (m&) are given memories. Let us form image products (It ) as 
It = no (m~jgj(xj)+(l-m~J)(l-gj(xj))] with j = l...n (2) 
Thus if n = 4 and ml = (l,O,O,l), then It = gl(l-g2)(1-g&4. For each mL let us also specify a 
memory response function rl = r,(y) as the continuous function rL(y) defined on 10.11 in terms of 
a constant pL satisfying .5 $ pL I 1 by r\(y) = y/m if y c PI and rt(y) = 1 if y 2 fit . We refer to 
q(It), that is, rl as the response to image product 4. It turns out that modifying pt will alter 
the size of the basin of attraction of memory m, . 
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The version of (1) we shall study is the memory model 
dxi/dt = -kixi + Et (2mti-l)q&(g)) with t = l...M (3) 
OREM 3. If the state x is a consmtorv for (3) in an orthant e r lative TE. ~EU g(x) 
is a memorv io (mJ . Furthermore. if ki s &i-l , then any x defined in terms of memorv mL hy xi = 
(2mLi - l)/kt is a stable constant r&ctorv for (3L 
PROOF. Suppose I is a constant rajectory for (3) in an orthant relative to Te. Thus each 
component of g(& is 0 or 1. Each image product I,(g) is either 1 (if g&) is exactly memory m, ) 
or 0. and at most one It(g) can be 1. Feeding I,(g) to rz gives either 1 (if g = mJ or 0 (otherwise). 
Also, 2mLi - 1 is either +l (if m,t is 1) or -1 (if m,i is 0). Thus for each sum C in (3) to be nonzero 
(so each l&l 2 q). g&) must be a memory. 
Next choose one of the memories of (3), say, ml, and define state x by p = (2mli - l)/ki. 
Since ki-‘2 ei , each gi(& = 0 or 1 and g(& is exactly ml. Thus exactly one summand in Con the 
right side of (3) is nonzero, the L = 1 summand with rl(Il(g&))) = 1. Plugging x in (3) yields 
dxi/dt at x = -kzi + 2mli - 1~ 0. QED 
The memory model (3) with n = 4, ki = 1, and only one memory ml = (0.1 ,O,l) is 
dxl/dt = -xl - rlKI-gi)g2(I-g3&41 (4) 
dx2/dt = 42 + r1KI-gh2U-g3)&1 
dxs/dt = -x3 - rl[(I-gl)g2U-g3)&1 
Wdt = -Y + r1NI-gdg2(I-g3)&1 
By inspection, the only constant rajectory for (4) with g component values 0 or 1 is x = 
(-l,l,-1,l). All additional constant rajectories must lie in the transistion zone Ts. A schematic 
circuit for (4) is shown in Fig. 1. 
3. Stability. For any memory model (3) and any point x in state space, consider the function 
(generalized from the Cohen-Grossberg function [CG, G p 251) defined by 
A = Z&y gi’(y)dy - q,;r; hd...tz....)l dz 
where 0% y Ixi; tX z I (2mtl-l)gi(x;); i = l...n; L = l...M (5) 
Here gi’ is the derivative of gi except gi’(kEi) e 0 and the z in the second integral occurs in the i 
position of the argument of I,. It follows that along any trajectory of (3) the derivative of A in 
(5) is Wdt = -Zi gi’(xi>(dxi/dt)2 . 
THEOREM 4. Anv tr&torv of a memorv m~toticaasvmDtoticallv w 
a con- 
PROOF. The application of Theorem 1 to such a system guarantees the existence of a finite 
attractor egion. Theorem 2 guarantees memories correspond to stable constant rajectories and 
are the only constant rajectories in the orthants relative to Tc ; other constant rajectories lie in 
Tc. It remains to characterize nonconstant trajectories. 
Suppose x(t) is a nonconstant cyclic trajectory. Clearly dA/dt = 0 along x(t) and x(t) 
cannot lie entirely in one orthant relative to TE (where dynamics are linear and not cyclic). Let 
X(Q) E Ts with lxi(tO)l c Ei for at least one index i. If Ixi(Q)l < ci for all i, then (6) implies 
x(t) must actually be a constant rajectory (since all gc > 0 at x(Q) ). Thus there must be 
nonempty index sets I and J such that i E I implies Ixi(Q)l < Ei while j E J implies Ixj(Q)l1 Ej . 
Furthermore, gjl > 0 implies each such xi must actually be constant for time t near to. But then 
dxi/dt = kj(-xj+dj), dj = a constant, fort near to. Since x(t) is assumed nonconstant, not all such xj 
can be constant. Thus either: each xj(t) must be on dj or must asymptotically approach dj ; or 
some lx&t)1 must decrease until Ixj(t)l < ej . For a cyclic trajectory the last case must hold. But 
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this implies that after a finite time interval dA/dt must be negative, another conhadiction. Thus 
(3) cannot admit a cyclic trajectory. 
Of course, A evaluated over the (finite) attractor egion of (3) is bounded. Thus along any 
nonconstant trajectory x(t), dA/dt (5 0) must asymptotically approach 0. Select an infinite 
countable sequence of times tl, tz.... with tj+l -tj > 1 such that the limit of dA/dt at x(tj) is 0 as 
j-+. Since all the points X(tj> are in the attractor egion, we can select an infinite subsequence of
points which converges to a point x, in the attractor region. Since trajectories for (3) depend 
continuously on initial conditions, the trajectory x.=.,(t) starting at xoo must have dA/dt = 0 for 
all future time. If x&t) lies in an orthant relative to TE for all future time (where dxi/dt = 
ki(-xi + ci>), then x&t) (and so x(t) itself) must asymptotically approach the constant 
trajectory c; c corresponds to one of the memories of (3). If x,(t) does not lie in an orthant 
relative to TE for all future time and is nonconstant, then an argument using dNdt = 0 along 
h(t) and otherwise completely analogous to the above cyclic trajectory case yields a 
contradiction. Thus x(t) approaches some memory or some constant rajectory xa, in TE . QED 
We now specify a special case of (3). Let each b = 1, retain .5 5 pI. < 1, and choose some 
positive 6 < .5 . Define gi(xi) = .5+xi(l-26)/(&i) for lxil c Ei . This gain function is 
unconventional but lends itself to particularly straightforward analysis: simulations indicate 
using other types of functions (sigmoidal and smooth, ramp, or step (stepped at zero)) does not 
lead to significantly different dynamics. 
Constant rajectories for (3) also exist in T E : ideally all such unfeasible constant 
trajectories hould be unstable. The linear approximation theorem of dynamical systems Iw p 
1261 leads to the following: 
Ei Q satisfv g<(O) = 
(1-28)/(2&i>  r&l-n, then anv co~torv for (3) in TE is una 
PROOF. Let the product Jti formed by deleting the gi term from It , that is, Jli = 
Id/( (mGgi+( l- mti)( 1-gi)] . The ii entry in the linear approximation matrix L of (3) about any 
constant rajectory & with & # fEi for each i = 1,2,..., n is Lii = -1 + & r ‘L (I,)J,lgf where ~ = 
l...M. About other constant rajectories, certain gi’ in this sum must be replaced with 0 or 
(1-28)/(2&i) depending upon the orthant into which the linear approximation is to hold. The 
condition ki = 1 insures memories are stable constant rajectories (where L reduces to the 
diagonal matrix with Lii = -1). Note that C summa&s in Lii are all nonnegative. 
We proceed to show that L and i exist so Jll > 6”- 1 . This will imply that the trace of any L 
is positive at I. This is a brute force way of guaranteeing that at least one eigenvalue of L has 
positive real part and so x is unstable. It follows that some unstable igenvector in an orthant at 
I leads to a trajectory diverging from x into TE, and it only takes one such trajectory to establish 
instability. Suppose all It = 0 at an unfeasible constant xajectory x. Then by (3) all xi = 0, so 
all II = (.SY, a contradiction. Suppose I,= 1. ThenallotherIK=O,allg=fl,andg@is 
actually a memory, a contradiction. Thus some (gi&)) must satisfy 6 < gi&i> < l- 6 and some JLl 
>6n-l.Sincef~>l,someL~>n-1. HencethewofLispositive. QED 
4. An application to error-correcting code. Suppose M binomial n-strings with entries 0 or 1 
are selected from the 2n binomial n-strings. This amounts to choosing M vertices ( mt), ~ = 1,2...., 
M of the 2* vertices of the (O,l)-binomial cube in n-dimensional space. The first goal of an 
error-correcting code is to choose the M vertices as far apart as possible, using Hamming distance. 
(The Humming distance between two binomial strings is the number of coefficients in which the 
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strings differ.) The minimum distance between all pairs of words in a code is denoted . The 
second goal is to devise an algorithm for going from some vertex not in (mL] (representing a code 
word with error) to the nearest vertex in (mJ (the corrected code word). Using such an 
algorithm is called decoding [MS, PI. Devising efficient algebraic decoding algorithms been the 
object of much research effort. 
The memory model (3) can be tested on a well known code with n = 7, M = 16, and d = 3 lp 
p3.J21. Herem~=(0,0,0,0,0,0,0),m~=(0,0,0,1,1,1,1) ,..., m~~=(1.1,1,1,1,1,1). (Thelinear 
decoding algorithm for correcting a code word with one error is given in (P pp 4.1371.) Using ki 
=1,6=.1,&i= .Ol, P. = .6, and an Euler differencing scheme approximation of (3) with At = .5 
results in correction of one error (meaning (x) becomes one of the memories) in about five time 
steps. The memory model has also succesfully corrected errors in a nonlinear code with n = 11, 
M = 24, and d = 5 in [MS p. 391 and has recognitized the ten digits portrayed on a 4x5 pixel army. 
Unlike conventional algorithms, the memory model can accept noisy nonbinary signals. 
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Figure 1. The schematic ircuit corrseponding to example (4) with one stored memory, ml = 
(0,l ,O. 1) represented by one feedback loop. 
